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Homogeneous as an Adjective

Definitions of "Homogeneous" as an adjective

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “homogeneous” as an adjective can have the
following definitions:

Of the same kind; alike.
All of the same or similar kind or nature.
Denoting a process involving substances in the same phase (solid, liquid, or gaseous.
Consisting of parts all of the same kind.
Containing terms all of the same degree.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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Synonyms of "Homogeneous" as an adjective (21 Words)

analogous
Comparable in certain respects, typically in a way which makes clearer
the nature of the things compared.
They saw the relationship between a ruler and his subjects as
analogous to that of father and children.

cognate
(of a word) having the same linguistic derivation as another (e.g.
English father, German Vater, Latin pater.
The term is obviously cognate with the Malay segan.

comparable Able to be compared or worthy of comparison.
Nobody is comparable with this athlete.

congruent In agreement or harmony.
The rules may not be congruent with the requirements of the law.

https://grammartop.com/analogous-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/comparable-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/congruent-synonyms
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consistent
In agreement or consistent or reliable.
I have decided that the course of conduct which I am following is
consistent with my sense of responsibility as president in time of war.

correlative Mutually related.
Rights whether moral or legal can involve correlative duties.

correspondent Similar or equivalent in some respects though otherwise dissimilar.

corresponding Analogous or equivalent in character, form, or function; comparable.
All rights carry with them corresponding responsibilities.

equivalent Having the same or a similar effect as.
One unit is equivalent to one glass of wine.

homogenous All of the same or similar kind or nature.

identical Coinciding exactly when superimposed.
This is the identical room we stayed in before.

kindred Related by blood or marriage.
Kindred clans.

like
(of a person or thing) having similar qualities or characteristics to
another person or thing.
They looked utterly alike.

matching Corresponding in pattern, colour, or design; complementary.
A blue jacket and matching skirt.

parallel Involving the simultaneous performance of operations.
Parallel lines never meet.

related Belonging to the same family, group, or type; connected.
Sleeping sickness and related diseases.

similar
Resembling or similar having the same or some of the same
characteristics often used in combination.
Similar food at similar prices.

undistinguishable Indistinguishable.

uniform Denoting a garment forming part of a person s uniform.
A uniform package of amenities at a choice of hotels.

unvaried Not involving change.
A plain unvaried diet.

unvarying Unvarying in nature.
The unvarying routine of parsonage life.

https://grammartop.com/consistent-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/identical-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/parallel-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/uniform-synonyms
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Usage Examples of "Homogeneous" as an adjective

Homogeneous catalysis.
A homogeneous society.
If all jobs and workers were homogeneous.
A close-knit homogeneous group.

Associations of "Homogeneous" (30 Words)

akin Similar in quality or character.
My parents were akin probably half cousins.

alike In a like manner.
The houses all looked alike.

assonance

Resemblance of sound between syllables of nearby words, arising
particularly from the rhyming of two or more stressed vowels, but not
consonants (e.g. sonnet, porridge), but also from the use of identical
consonants with different vowels (e.g. killed, cold, culled.
Alliterative assonances such as fail and fall are very common in Old
English poetry.

balanced
(of an electric circuit or signal) being symmetrical with respect to a
reference point, usually earth.
A properly balanced symphony orchestra.

cognate
A word is cognate with another if both derive from the same word in an
ancestral language.
The term is obviously cognate with the Malay segan.

comparable Of equivalent quality; worthy of comparison.
Nobody is comparable with this athlete.

consistent
Marked by an orderly logical and aesthetically consistent relation of
parts.
He is their most consistent player this season.

consistently In a fair and impartial way.
The vehicle consistently outperforms some of the best competitors.

corresponding Similar especially in position or purpose.
All rights carry with them corresponding responsibilities.

ditto
The same thing again used in lists and accounts and often indicated by
a ditto mark under the word or figure to be repeated.
If one folds his arms so does the other if one crosses his legs ditto.

https://grammartop.com/akin-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/comparable-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/consistent-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/ditto-synonyms
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equal A person who is of equal standing with another in a group.
We all treat each other as equals.

equate Consider or describe as similar, equal, or analogous.
The level of prices will move to equate supply and demand.

equivalent
The atomic weight of an element that has the same combining capacity
as a given weight of another element; the standard is 8 for oxygen.
The French equivalent of the Bank of England.

homogeneity The quality or state of being all the same or all of the same kind.
There is a remarkable homogeneity between the two companies.

identical Derived from a single egg or ovum.
Identical twins are monovular.

indistinguishable Exactly alike; incapable of being perceived as different.
The twins were indistinguishable.

invariant Unvarying in nature.
The pattern of cell divisions was found to be invariant.

liken Point out the resemblance of someone or something to.
Racism is likened to a contagious disease.

likeness The semblance, guise, or outward appearance of.
Her likeness to him was astonishing.

match Make equal uniform corresponding or matching.
The headdresses and bouquet were a perfect match.

proportionate Being in due proportion.
Proportionate representation of a minority group.

quasi Having some resemblance.
A quasi contract.

remarkably To a remarkable degree or extent.
Her condition improved remarkably.

resemblance The state of resembling or being alike.
The physical resemblances between humans and apes.

same Similarly in the same way.
The village stayed the same.

similarity The state or fact of being similar.
The similarity of symptoms makes them hard to diagnose.

similitude
A comparison between two things.
Conrad uses a range of constructions which express or imply
similitude.

https://grammartop.com/equate-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/identical-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/resemblance-synonyms
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symmetrical
Made up of exactly similar parts facing each other or around an axis;
showing symmetry.
The shape of a hill smooth and symmetrical.

synonymous (of words) meaning the same or nearly the same.
His deeds had made his name synonymous with victory.

twin Give birth to twins.
The twin problems of economic failure and social disintegration.

https://grammartop.com/twin-synonyms

